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Summary
As a sequel to our previous reports on tank testing results of ship motions in directional spectrum waves this paper discusses the applicability of motion test results to estimate transfer functions of motions for various wave encounter angles. As we have observed in our previous reports that in many cases, especially in head sea condition, theoretical estimation of motion spectra do not agree so well with experimental results, estimation of true magnitude of transfer functions becomes a necessity . In the present study a practical method of estimation has been discussed and short term prediction of motions over various range of wave periods has been carried out with the estimated transfer functions . 
where Nx = No. of wave encounter angle .
We can construct similar equations for different set of wave data . For example , for M set of wave data we can obtain M set of motion spectra and these M equations can be expressed in matrix form as follows : ( 4 ) where [ ] means M x Nx, matrix and { } means Nx x 1 column vector.
During a towing tank experiment ship motions are measured in the form of time histories from which we can obtain one-dimensional frequency spectrum by any standard method of spectral analysis like FFT or MEM. Also from the measured time histories of wave elevation during the experiment, the directional wave spectra can be estimated quite accurately, thanks to recent developments on this field 3 ) 4 )
. Thus in equation ( 4 ) we have Hz as the only unknown parameter. Apparently , the equation ( 4 ) can be solved for H2z if M = Nx i. e. if the number of observations or experiments ( which is equal to number of wave dataset) equals number of wave encounter angle. The number of wave encounter angle can be arbitrarily adjusted during MLM analysis of directional wave spectra ; however directional resolution imposes a limitation on this number to be kept at some minimum value. But to arrive at the ideal situation of M = Nx and to solve equation ( 4 ) by direct matrix inversion we have following limitations : a ) During the running test, if the towing tank is short the length of measured time history is not long enough and the wave data may not have sufficient frequency elements within this short period. Thus it is not possible to obtain a stable spectrum from the data measured in a single run. We need to carry out a number of running tests over separate signal lengths of same characteristic wave. The final spectrum can be obtained by taking average of spectra analyzed in separate observations 1 ) 2 )
. Thus a single equation similar to that of ( 2 ) is basically a result of a few running tests. To obtain fairly reasonable directional resolution , directional spectrum of wave need to be analyzed at least at 10 degrees intervals ; the number of wave encounter angle thus counts 10 , in this case ( from 90 to 180 deg., considering the symmetrical character of transfer functions ) . Therefore to satisfy the above condition of M = Nx the number of observations will count in the range of 50 to 100 depending on speed conditions . Hence the error in above assumption is given by :
Applying condition of least square , Thus ,
where superscript T means transposition
Using this value of a we can estimate transfer functions of motions from equation ( 5 . So far in theoretical calculation, to obtain motion spectra applying equation ( 2 ) , we have used encounter wave spectra transformed from absolute spectra analyzed from time history measured in rested condition 1 ) 2 )
. As far as the total spectral energy and spectrum shape are concerned this method provides quite a reasonable estimation. However in order to apply equation ( 2 ) to obtain transfer function of motions one to one correspondence between spectral ordinates of motions and that of wave needs to be known rather than total spectral energy. In the present study we shall discuss applicability of MLM on wave data measured at running condition. Similar situation appears in ref. ( 7 ) a ) b ) 
In running condition, due to the change in relative velocity of wave propagation with respect to wave sensors, the measured wave frequency (encounter frequency) differs from actual wave frequency (absolute frequency) and we need to convert the measured frequency to the order of absolute wave frequency in order to estimate wave number by relation ( 9 ) . The encounter frequency (We) and the absolute frequency (w0) are related by following equation : ( 10 ) where, encounter angle x = 180 deg. corresponds to head sea.
Applying this small correction equation ( 8 ) can be used without any change , to estimate directional encounter wave spectra except for following sea condition. Fig. 1 shows a comparison between a directional encounter wave spectrum from five wave probes at Fn = 0.275 analyzed by the method mentioned above ( left ) and a encounter spectrum transformed from analyzed spectrum in rested condition ( right ) ; the wave characteristics being the same. We can find similarities in directional distributions at certain frequency levels ( Fig. 1 c & 1 d ) and in two dimensional representation of directional encounter spectra ( Fig. 1 e & 1 f ) and their contour curves (Fig. 1 g & 1 h ) . The convex form of distribution of encounter wave energy over wave encounter angle may also be observed from both the set of contour curves. This clearly shows that the assumption we made to analyze directional encounter wave spectrum by MLM, as described above, is reasonable and we can obtain fairly good and practically usable results by this method. However we have limitations to apply this method to analyze directional encounter wave spectra in following sea due to the existence of overlapping of wave energy over certain frequency level 2 ) .
3 Results
The model under study, as mentioned in our previous reports 1 ) , 2 ) , is well known 'SR108' (or 'S7 -175' ) , the model of a container ship and is the same as was used in ITTC comparative study. During the experiment with this model the surge, sway and yaw motions were fixed.
For figures 'CHI' represents wave encounter angle and CHI = 180.0 deg has been taken as head sea. In the calculation we have imposed one condition such that if at any frequency level wave spectral density ordinate is less than 5% of the peak energy level the correction factor alpha ( a ) of section 2.1 will return a value of unity i. e. transfer function at that point will be assumed to be same as NSM estimation. This will have negligible effect on motion spectra as the wave energy is not of considerable order at this point. The points marked by '* ' are the results of direct calculation. Due to scattering of these points at certain frequency levels we attempted to find a best fit curve by partwise regression analysis. This curve has been shown by the continuous line. The curve shown by broken line is the result of NSM.
In head sea condition we have also the results of trans- 
1 Short
Term Prediction A P-M type ITTC spectrum of the following form has been chosen for short term prediction. The directional wave spectrum has thus been approximated by :
The s parameter of the equation (12 b) represents the degree of directional spreading. In the present paper we have considered s =10 as a narrow spreading spectrum. For a wide spreading spectrum we have used equation ( 12a ) with n = 1 , commonly known as 'cos square' distribution.
Two dimensional motion spectra have been estimated using above wave spectra and the transfer functions estimated in the present study by the following equation : ( 14 ) where SƒÄ( Wc, ƒÔ ) = wave spectrum at V = 0
It can be seen that in this expression, the mean direction of encounter wave is that of head sea, at the present case. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 examples of calculated transfer (14) will result in motion spectra.
Example of an assumed directional wave spectrum has been shown in Fig. 6 a & 7 a and the corresponding contour curves in Fig. 6 b & 7 b. Using these transfer functions and the assumed wave spectrum, we obtain the motion spectra as shown in the form of heave spectrum ( 6e ) and corresponding contour curves ( 6f ), pitch spectrum ( 7e ) and corresponding contour curves ( 7f ), roll spectrum ( 7i ) and corresponding contour curves ( 7j ), acceleration spectrum ( 6i ) and corresponding contour curves ( 6j Fig. 7 ( h) from the NSM results.
2 Long Term Prediction
Long term probability of motions in Winter North Atlantic has been investigated using Walden's data.
Assuming Rayleigh probability density function, the probability that the amplitude of motion to exceed a value M is given by :
The total probability over all wave heights and wave periods for a particular heading is given by :(6)
The term p(ii , T) in the above equation has been taken from Walden's data of wave frequency in North Atlantic Winter'.
Long term probability distributions of heave, pitch, roll and vertical acceleration in head sea with Fn =0.2 and Fn = 0.275 have been presented in Fig. 9 where the vertical axes represent single amplitudes of motions in absolute scale. Horizontal axes represent logarithm of the probability to exceed this amplitude. The nomenclature follows the same order as that in Fig. 8 . From this figures we can see that the variation of long term probability over directional spreading is not significant in case of heave, pitch and vertical acceleration ; in case of roll, however, this effect cannot be neglected. practically usable for statistical prediction of ship's response, at least for directional head sea condition. d ) In case of heave, pitch and vertical acceleration the effect of directional spreading on short term and long term prediction is not significant. However, this effect cannot be neglected in the case of roll.
e ) The short term prediction of roll at shorter mean wave period apparently shows under estimation if compared with experimental results. This suggests that our assumption of independency of correction factor ( a ) with wave encounter angle may not be truly applicable to estimate transfer functions of roll. Further investigations on this subject are thus necessary.
